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Close Study Product: Newspaper
The Times
The Times is a high status national daily broadsheet newspaper that has social, cultural
and political significance. Comparison is invited with the Daily Mirror which has a different
target audience and a different political and ideological viewpoint.
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Historical, Social and Cultural contexts: What is Press intrusion?
Press intrusion is where press pry too closely into people’s lives to gather their stories.
Newspapers may argue that they have to do this to get to the truth in the hunt for their
stories. However, when news emerged in July 2011 that murdered schoolgirl Milly Dowler's
phone had been hacked by the News of the World, Prime Minister David Cameron set up the
Leveson inquiry into press ethics. Leveson proposed a new self-regulation body as
newspapers were ignoring the Press Complaints Commission (PCC). The Prime Minister,
David Cameron, rejected the idea as he was worried about government interference with the
press. Here are some examples of the press intrusion. Click images to view video

Sienna Miller

JK Rowling

Sally Dowler

Jeremy Paxman

Further witnesses
In your books, and in your own words:
• Why was Leveson Inquiry such a big change for press regulation in the UK?

BBC link
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Historical, Social and Cultural contexts: The British Political Spectrum
To understand how newspapers influence the political leanings of the population, you first need to
understand a little about British politics and the ideology that underpins it. Think: the political
persuasion of the parties [and newspaper] may influence the way the news is presented.

From cbatson1969
TES
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Historical, Social and Cultural contexts: What are the political leanings of the ‘Press’
Most newspapers have some sort of political bias. This is based on their history and the
demands of their target audience. The relevance of the bias is that it impacts on the way
news is interpreted and can have significant influence on the audience and how they vote /
think.

The Sun’s headline on the day of the Brexit vote was clearly
political and may have influenced voting patterns.

The political leanings of the national press at the time of the 2015
General Election
From http://whorunsbritain.blogs.lincoln.ac.uk/2015/11/19/press-affiliation-and-the-2015general-election/

In your books, and in your own words:
• What are the political leanings of the Daily Mirror and The Times.
• How does the politics of newspapers impact on content and audience?
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Media Language: Comparing Tabloids and Broadsheets

Click image to view video
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Media Language: Use of language – comparing The Times and The Mirror
It is clear that there is a difference in the use of language between tabloid and broadsheet
newspapers. Google Advanced Search used to offer a ‘reading level’ tool [they have now
removed it] and virtualeconomics.co.uk analysed the various newspapers reading from basic
words, to intermediate to advanced. The results were stark:

In your books, and in your own words:
• Why is the use of language so different for The Mirror and The Sun compared to The Times
and The Telegraph?
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Media Language: The layout of a tabloid and key newspaper conventions
In your books, and in your own words:
Look at the inside part of the same copy of The
Times.

Activity 1:
Label the key parts of the pages with correct terminology
Activity 2:
What do the following tell us about the message being communicated:
• Use of headlines
• Selection of image
• Choice of written language
• Formatting
• Typography
Activity 3:
Compare how each of the points in activity 2 differ for The Times compared to the Daily
Mirror.
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Media Language:

How is language used in the following sections:
➢ MPs call for inquest as Corbyn fails election test
➢ Results show voters want hard Brexit
➢ Corbyn blamed for loss of Jewish support
➢ Birmingham remains red despite scandals

In your books, and in your own words:
- Read through this article and compare The Times narrative with the Daily Mirror
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Media Language: Comparing Daily Mirror and The Times
Examine the use of language and the narrative in the right-leaning Times newspaper.

file:///Users/Elliot/Desktop/2020%20GCSE%20Media%20Studies%20Close%20Study%20Products%20b
ooklet%20v2.0%20(1).pdf

In your books, and in your own words:
- Read through this article and compare The Times narrative with the Daily Mirror.
- Describe the emotive language used and why it is used.
- Does The Times seem happy about the news? How might this reflect it’s intended audience
and their political opinion.
- Compare the level of language and detail in the Daily Mirror and The Times articles.
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Media Audiences: How are newspaper audiences classified?
The NRS social grades are a system of demographic classification used in the United
Kingdom. They were originally developed by the National Readership Survey (NRS) to
classify readers, but are now used by many other organisations for wider applications and
have become a standard for market research. They were developed over 50 years ago and
achieved widespread usage in 20th century Britain. The distinguishing feature of social
grade is that it is based on peoples occupation.

YouGov profiles the nation’s newspaper readers [click to access]
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Media Audiences: What is the audience for the Daily Mirror and The Times
The Daily Mirror and The Times target very different audiences.
The Daily Mirror
The Times

In your books, and in your own words:
- Compare the social demographic audience of The Daily Mirror and The Times (look particularly at
the difference between AB Adults and C2 and DE adults.
- Compare the age distribution of audiences of the two newspapers. In both cases, the largest
audience demographic is 55+ C1-DE adults. Why?
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Media Representation: How are different social groups, issues or events represented?
Examine the individuals or social groups that are represented in The Times excerpts and
what does their representation tell us:
40 best country house hotels kicker – article inside the paper that points to best places to stay. This
tries to position the audience towards an aspirational, possibly elitist reading of the newspaper.
MPs call for inquest – use of negative language reminiscent of death in regards to the Labour party.
Hard brexit story: how does this reflect Times readers' view of Brexit?
Corbyn blamed for lack of Jewish support: how does this play into anti-Labour ideology?

Birmingham stays red despite scandals: how is this dismissive of the Labour party? How is showing
Labour party in a negative light?
UKIP chief's positive spin: we're like the black death: What is The Times' attitude to UKIP? How does
this reflect their readership?
In your books, and in your own words:
-

How does this constructed reality reflect the newspapers politics and ideology?
How does this help to attract its audience?
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Media Audiences: How does The Times target its audience?
Language: The Times tends to attract an audience that it older and more
traditional (Conservative politics), so the stories are targeted towards
these values and beliefs to target their specific audience.
Mode of address: The Times employs a formal style with
advanced language to reflect the needs of the audience.
Construction: The Times uses some layout design techniques to attract
its audience (sell lines, cover lines). Not as many as The Mirror,
though. Why?
Technical Codes: Whilst The Times employs colour, it is
much more understated than the tabloid Mirror. More
traditional fonts styles and sizes reinforces this
traditional symbolism.
In your books, and in your own words:
- As well as the nature of the stories attracting its target audience [previous slide], how else does The
Times attract its audience? Answer the questions above.
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Media Audience: What pleasures are offered to readers of The Times?
Surveillance – the main reason we read newspapers is to find out what is going on in the
world around us. We find out news, different opinions and catch up with the latest gossip
and scandal.
Entertainment – One of the main reasons we read newspapers is for entertainment.
Whether it’s enjoying reading the opinions of others, reading the cartoons or completing
crosswords. We want to be entertained.
Personal Identity – the newspaper you read what type of person are. A Daily Mirror reader
will probably think very differently from a Times reader. Even if a reader does not always
agree with a viewpoint the newspaper puts forward, they may still be agreeing with the
values being shared and thus reinforcing their own values.
Social interaction and integration – People will use many of the articles in The Times as a
focus of discussion with friends. It helps people feel that they are part of a common
traditional culture.
Becoming an active participant – increasingly newspapers, especially online editions,
encourage audience input through comments and email. This is particularly important for
some sections of the audience.
In your books, and in your own words:
- Why do people read The Times. Give examples from the CSP.
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Media Audience: Does The Times want its audience to be active or passive?
There are basically two different schools of thought concerning how audiences consume
media texts like newspapers. There are those that believe that audiences are ‘passive’ and
those who believe that audiences are ‘active’.

Audience Theory:
Hypodermic Needle

The Hypodermic Needle theory suggests The
idea that the media ‘injects’ ideas and views
directly into the brains of the audience like a
hypodermic needle, therefore, controlling the
way that people think and behave. The
audience passively receives the information
from the media text without any attempt to
challenge this information. It was particularly
powerful in World War Two. Is it still so
relevant now in these times of fake news and
social media echo chambers?

In your books, and in your own words:
- What evidence is there that The Times wants its audience to be passive and to ‘control’ the way the
audience thinks and the ideology it shares.
- Explain the hypothermic needle audience theory and how it relates to The Times.
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Media Audience: Are there any opportunities for the audience to negotiate or reject the
preferred reading?
Stuart Hall (1973) suggested that there were three main perspectives involved in the way in
which an audience responds to a media product. This involves how the audience is
positioned by the product and influences their response to it.

Preferred reading
This is where the audience responds
to the product exactly as the producer
intended. The Times will hope that
many of their stories will reflect the
political and ideological position of
the readers.

Negotiated reading
This is where the audience accepts
parts of the product and not others.
In our modern media-aware world
this is increasingly an issue in all
newspapers from all but the most
‘loyal’ readers.

Oppositional or resistant
readings
This can happen in newspapers as
some members of the audience will
consume the news from The Times
even though they may disagree with
its political and ideological position.

In your books, and in your own words:
- For one story in The Times CSP, state how a reader may have a preferred reading, a negotiated
position and an oppositional reading.
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Media Industries: What is the market position of The Times?

Circulation of newspapers in
the United Kingdom (UK) in
2017 (in 1,000 copies)
From
https://www.statista.com/statis
tics/529060/uk-newspapermarket-by-circulation/

National newspapers in the UK can be split into:
1. popular red top/tabloids
2. midmarket
3. quality products.
The term 'tabloid' is often used to describe the smaller-sized,
downmarket, popular or red-top dailies (Sun, Daily
Star). However, many newspapers have changed size so don’t be
confused by the size issue. The Times adopted their format in
2004 (though they called it 'compact'). The Times would classify
itself as a Quality Compact whereas the Daily Mirror would like
to classify itself as a Midmarket tabloid. Some would argue that
the Daily Mirror is a popular tabloid and The Times is moving
midmarket. The Daily Mirror is one of the few labour-supporting
newspapers (as well as The Guardian).

In your books, and in your own words:
- What are the sales figures for The Times? How does this compare to The Daily Mirror?
- What type of newspaper is The Times?
- What is the political affiliation of The Times?
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Media Industries: What are The Time’s circulation figures and how have they changed?
The Times sales are not as large as the Mirror, but have remained quite stable after 1997. What is the social and historical context to this
and why? Think: politics at the time (new Labour government) and the level of loyalty of the Conservative customer base.
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Media Industries: Comparing The Time’s and The Mirror’s circulation figures
The Times sales are much more consistent than The Mirror’s over time. Why do you think this is?
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Media Industries: What are The Times circulation figures and how have they changed?
There are a number of reasons why the circulation of newspapers has fallen over the last 50 years:
1. The growth of television as a major source of news (since the 1950s)
2. The growth of the Internet as a major source of news (since the 1990s). This has particularly
impacted on advertising revenue for newspapers as we use the Internet (often free) for services
when previously we would have looked at other companies.
3. People are accessing news freely through social media and other online outlets. Newspapers
cannot compete with the speed and cost-free nature of this. Twitter has no printing costs, printing
factories, distribution costs and journalist wages.
4. Previously we would go to small number of outlets for our news (BBC and other national
broadcasters, national and some local newspapers). Now there are so many places we can access
news (numerous TV channels, websites, social media accounts, blogs). This so-called narrowcasting
has splintered audiences into smaller and smaller pieces for an increasing number of news
organisations.
5. Critics of the newspaper as a medium also argue that while today's newspapers may appear
visually different from their predecessors a century ago, in many respects they have changed little
and have failed to keep pace with changes in society. The technology revolution has meant that
readers accustomed to waiting for a daily newspaper can now receive up-to-the-minute updates
from Web portals, bloggers and new services such as Twitter.
In your books, and in your own words:
- Describe the pattern for The Times’s circulation over the last 50/60 years.
- Why has newspaper circulation fallen?
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Media Industries: Who owns the Daily Mirror?
Newspaper groups

Titles owned

News International
(Rupert Murdoch)
Daily Mail and
General Trust
Northern & Shell
(Richard Desmond)
Reach – formerly
Trinity Mirror plc
Telegraph Group
(Barclay brothers)
Guardian Media
Group (Scott Trust)
Nikkei (bought from
Pearson)

Sun, Times, Sunday Times, Sun on
Sunday (News of the World)
Mail, Mail on Sunday
Express, Express on Sunday, Star
Mirror, Sunday Mirror, Sunday
People, Daily Record
Daily Telegraph, Sunday Telegraph,
(The Business)
Guardian, Observer
Financial Times

Daily market share in
2017
(2005)
34%
(34%)
24%
(21%)
14%
(16%)
11%
(15%)
8%
(8%)
3%
(6%)
1%
(1%)

Reach plc (formerly known as
Trinity Mirror between 1999 and
2018) is a British newspaper,
magazine and digital publisher. It
is one of Britain's biggest
newspaper groups, publishing
240 regional papers in addition
to the national Daily Mirror,
Sunday Mirror, The People, as
well as the Scottish Sunday Mail
and Daily Record. In February
2018, the company completed
the acquisition of the UK
publishing assets of Northern &
Shell, including the Daily
Express, Sunday Express, Daily
Star and OK!. Following
completion, Trinity Mirror
announced a plan to rebrand as
Reach.

In your books, and in your own words:
- Who owns The Times?
- What newspapers does News International now own? What market share does it now have
from February 2018?
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Media Industries: Who are News International and Reach?
Both News International (and the bigger corporation that runs them, News Corp) and Reach (the other CSP The Daily
Mirror) are examples of media conglomerates. These are huge companies that have lots of subsidiary companies.
Whilst it is not important to remember all the names of these subsidiary companies, it is important the power they
have in the modern media landscape. For example, News International (or News Corp) owns the following media
products:

The Times

The Sunday Times

The Sun

The Sun on Sunday

Sky TV

Fox Sports (TV)

Wall Street Journal

New York Post

Harper Collins
Publishers (Books)

20th Century Fox

Fox News (TV)

All of these companies are linked to the media power that is Rupert Murdoch. He and his sons have
enormous ‘reach’ in the media world and are said to be worth $12 billion. Does this matter? Does Murdoch
(and his often ‘right-wing’ political standpoint) hold too much power over the way news is communicated to
a large part of the world? Is it good that we still have newspapers in this increasingly digital, social-media
obsessed news landscape with user-generated content (UGC).

In your books, and in your own words:
- What is a media conglomerate?
- How could it be argued that media conglomerates are a good thing?
- How could it be argued that media conglomerates are a bad thing?
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Media Industries: How is The Times responding to the challenges to traditional
newspapers from digital platforms?
With sales in printed newspapers falling and the associated loss of earnings from advertisers and sales,
the Times has been concentrating on digital sales, and advertising, in response to the growth of digital
news platforms and social media. As they say, if you can’t beat them, join them! They have:
• Moved towards a multi-platform landscape. This means that it publishes and synchronises across
its print, desktop and mobile platforms. The Daily Mirror has provided this online content for free.
Some newspapers (e.g. The Times) have a paywall on their online content. The Times has had a
hard paywall since 2010, but it often experiments with making content available for free. Last
summer, it began free registrations and has been adding around 30,000 a week
• Created a social media strategy in collaboration with the digital team to drive growth of their
Twitter and Facebook profiles.
• In 2018, Times and Sunday Times hit 500,000 subscribers as digital outnumbers print for first time
at a cost of £1 per week [at least] for a digital subscription.

In your books, and in your own words:
Describe what The Times has done to protect itself from the general fall in newspaper sales.
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Media Industries: Do online newspapers have to charge money?
The Times charges for online news content. The Mirror offers free new with paid advertising (like the
MailOnline), although you can pay a subscription to read the Mirror news without adverts.
Alan Rusbridger (ex editor of the Guardian) in 2012: The new digital paywall model established by the Times and the
Sunday Times as a “vault of darkness” which might generate as few as 60,000 subscribers. We shouldn’t kid ourselves that
this is going to be the panacea. We have the Guardian’s £49-a-year membership scheme (heralded by Guardian Media
Group as a beacon of hope, with 50,000 readers registered)

John Witherow (editor of The Times) in 2016: The Times and Sunday Times now has more than 182,000
digital-only subscribers “and we charge quite a lot of money”. The Guardian is “heading towards a
paywall” of its own. He sees the Guardian’s £49-a-year membership scheme (heralded by Guardian Media
Group as a beacon of hope, with 50,000 readers registered) as merely a stepping stone to a subscription
model. “Appealing for donations of £49 is not the answer, because it's not enough. You need a million
people donating £49 to pay for the journalism at the Guardian which is very good but it's expensive,” he
says. “They have to really rethink their model. If [The Guardian] want to ask people to donate that's fine
but they are going to have to donate more and it just seems to me that it's a gradual process that they are
heading towards a paywall, and there's nothing wrong with that. It's always been my view that digital
would end up like newspapers, a combination of advertising and paid-for content.

In your books, and in your own words:
What do the online newspapers need the money for?
Why is do you think The Guardian model will no longer be sustainable?
How does The Times paywall mean that the news [and journalism] is high-quality and sustainable?
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Media Industries: What trends are towards convergence of media platforms in the case of
The Times?

In your books, and in your own words:
- Describe impact of digital to print for the The Times.
- Compare the difference in media platform impact between the Daily Mirror and The Times.
- Account for the difference in the digital impact between the two papers.
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Media Industries: How and why are UK newspapers regulated?
The Press Complaints Commission (PCC) was a
voluntary regulatory body for British printed
newspapers and magazines, consisting of
representatives of the major publishers. The
PCC closed on Monday 8 September 2014 after
criticism after the phone hacking affair. It was
replaced by the Independent Press Standards
Organisation (IPSO), chaired by Sir Alan Moses.
The role of IPSO is to:
• Regulate 1500 print and 1100 online
•
titles.
•
• Listen to complaints about press
behaviour.
•
• Help with unwanted press attention.
• Advise publication editors .

Provide information to the public.
Provide a journalist whistleblowing
hotline.
Low-cost arbitration between
complainants and publications.

In your books, and in your own words:
- Why did David Cameron want the removal of the PCC?
- What does IPSO stand for? What is the role of IPSO?
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Media Industries: How and why are British newspapers regulated?

Click image to view video

In your books, and in your own words:
- Watch the video. Why do some organisations think that IPSO does not regulate newspapers
rigorously enough?
- How far do you agree that regulation stops freedom of speech in our newspapers?
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This concludes The Times Close Study Product.
Now complete your Personal Learning Checklist for this CSP.

